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ABSTRACT
The 1978 ITTC Power Prediction method is used to predict the propulsive power of ships through tow-
ing tank testing. The form factor approach and its determination in this method have been questioned.
This paper investigates the possibility to improve the power predictions by introducing Combined
CFD/EFD Method where the experimental determination of form factor is replaced by double body
RANS computations applied for open cases KVLCC2 and KCS, including first-time published towing
tank tests of KVLCC2 at ballast condition including an experimental uncertainty analysis specifically
derived for the form factor. Computations from nine organisations and seven CFD codes are compared
to the experiments. The form factor predictions for both hulls in design loading condition compared
well with the experimental results in general. For the KVLCC2 ballast condition, majority of the form
factors were under-predicted while staying within the experimental uncertainty. Speed dependency is
observed with the application of ITTC57 line but it is reduced with the Katsui line and nearly elimi-
nated by numerical friction lines. Comparison of the full-scale viscous resistance predictions obtained
by the extrapolations from model scale and direct full-scale computations show that the Combined
CFD/EFD Method show significantly less scatter and may thus be a preferred approach.

1. Introduction1

Performance prediction of a ship is one of the most im-2

portant tasks during the design phase. As a ship design pro-3

gresses from beginning to end, the required confidence in-4

terval for the prediction method increases. According to the5

majority of commercial tendencies presented by shipyards6

and ship owners, towing tank tests are still considered as the7

last step of the performance prediction. Additionally, legal8

authorities consider towing tank testing as a mandatory step9

in their evaluations such as EEDI calculations as enforced by10

IMO (2011) where the applicable ships must go through the11

pre-verification by model testing during the design phase of12

a new ship.13

Towing tank testing has remained as the only practice14

for more than a century with high accuracy to predict the15

performance of a ship in deep and calm water since William16

Froude introduced the extrapolation procedures in the 1870s.17

The foundation of the International Towing Tank Committee18

(ITTC) in 1933, lead to improved and standardized proce-19

dures in nearly all aspects of performance prediction. An20

important step towards a common prediction method was21

taken in 1973 when computer programs with different as-22
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sumptions and extrapolation methods were created by SSPA 23

as requested by the ITTC (Lindgren and Dyne, 1980). Ten 24

institutions known to have access to sea trials for different 25

types of ships evaluated each method by starting from their 26

model test results to calculate the shaft power and propeller 27

rate of revolution (ITTC, 1978). The 1978 ITTC Perfor- 28

mance Prediction Method emerged as a result of comparing 29

approximately one thousand sea trials to model test predic- 30

tions and it is still in effect after going through several revi- 31

sions. 32

Even though towing tank testing and extrapolation meth- 33

ods have been debated, discussed and improved over decades, 34

there are inherent and well known shortcomings due to scale 35

effects since model tests are carried out at Froude similarity 36

while Reynolds similarity cannot be fulfilled simultaneously. 37

In order to limit the effects of the shortcomings, towing tank 38

facilities must rely on experience and large databases of both 39

model tests and sea trials. Computational Fluid Dynam- 40

ics (CFD) has been seen as an alternative to towing tank 41

testing because of CFD’s ability to fulfill both Froude and 42

Reynolds similarities while providing a great deal of detail 43

about the flow. However, the accuracy of CFD on prediction 44

of full scale performance is still under concern. Even though 45

several studies presented by Sun, Qiong, Jia, Jie, Jinfang 46

and Guofu (2020) and Niklas and Pruszko (2019) demon- 47
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strated that full-scale simulations can provide similar or bet-48

ter power predictions than towing tank experiments, the re-49

sults fromReynoldsAveragedNavier-Stokes (RANS) solvers50

in full scale is highly dependent on the computational set-51

up, e.g., the choice of turbulence model and modelling of52

hull roughness. The results of Lloyd’s Register workshop on53

ship scale hydrodynamics (Ponkratov, 2016) also confirmed54

that differences between the numerical setups can lead to55

very diverse predictions on both power and propeller turn-56

ing rate. Unlike the limited full scale verification and val-57

idation (V&V) studies mainly due to lack of full scale test58

data, assessment of state of the art in CFDmethods in model59

scale has been a well established practice since 1980 Lars-60

son, Stern and Visonneau (2014). According to the resis-61

tance statistics of Larsson et al. (2014), the mean compari-62

son error in per cent of the measured data value is−1.7% and63

−1.3% for KVLCC2 and KCS in fixed trim and sinkage con-64

dition while the standard deviations are 1.3% and 1.2% of the65

data value, respectively. It was also noted that themean com-66

parison error and standard deviation in self-propelled cases67

are considerably higher than those in the resistance cases68

(Larsson et al., 2014).69

As identified by the Combined CFD/EFDMethods ITTC70

Specialist Committee, combination of EFD and CFD could71

be a feasible solution to increase the accuracy of power pre-72

dictions instead of choosing EFD or CFD for the time be-73

ing. If a part of the model testing or extrapolation procedure74

causes higher uncertainty than the numerical uncertainty and75

physical modelling errors of the CFD applications, accuracy76

will be increased. In the 1978 ITTC Performance Prediction77

method, the form factor has been identified by the Special-78

ist Committee as one of the major causes of uncertainties,79

due to the Prohaska method (Prohaska, 1966) and scale ef-80

fects on form factor for the determination of full scale resis-81

tance of ships. Form factor determination method suggested82

by Prohaska (1966) was recommended by 14th ITTC meet-83

ing (ITTC, 1975) when standardized performance prediction84

procedures were formulated and debated. During the formu-85

lation of the 1978 ITTC Power Prediction method, the form86

factor concept was found superior to 2-D methods such as87

the 1957 Power Prediction Method as it led to a better ship-88

model correlation (ITTC, 1978). The form factor determi-89

nation method remained as the Prohaska method. However,90

the main issue with the Prohaska method was described by91

the ITTC as stated below:92

"The problems of shipswith partly submerged93

bulbous bows and the effects of wave breaking94

resistance for blunt bow forms need further con-95

sideration; in both cases it is probably advisable96

to lower the ... speed limits. Future develop-97

ments for the determination of form factors on98

a more scientific basis is expected from the Re-99

sistance Committee" (ITTC, 1978)100

In the 1978 ITTC Power Prediction method, the form101

factor concept of Hughes (1954) was adopted. It suggests102

that viscous resistance of a ship can be expressed in rela-103

tion to a two-dimensional turbulent friction line and the form 104

factor is independent of Reynolds number. As it will be ex- 105

plained in more detail in Section 2, the Prohaska method can 106

be replaced by model scale double body CFD computations 107

which is one of the least numerically complicated CFD ap- 108

plications since modelling of propulsors, free surface and 109

roughness are omitted. 110

After the form factor determination method, the second 111

error source was identified as the scale effects or speed de- 112

pendency on form factor. When the 1978 ITTC method was 113

accepted there has been substantial evidence on the scale ef- 114

fects on form factor with ITTC-57 line ITTC (1978). Further 115

re-analysis of geosim test data performed by García Gómez 116

(2000) and Toki (2008) confirmed the scale effects. Addi- 117

tionally, CFD studies performed by Pereira, Eça and Vaz 118

(2017) showed that the speed dependency of form factors 119

with the ITTC-57 line were larger than the numerical uncer- 120

tainties. Terziev, Tezdogan and Incecik (2019) also showed 121

that form factor is Reynolds number dependent and addition- 122

ally suggested that the form factor varies with Froude num- 123

ber. The CFD investigations presented by Raven, van der 124

Ploeg, Starke and Eça (2008); Wang, Xiong, Shi and Liu 125

(2015); Dogrul, Song and Demirel (2020) and Korkmaz, 126

Werner and Bensow (2019a) supported the existence of scale 127

effects or speed dependency on form factor and indicated 128

that the main cause of the scale effects are due to the ‘ITTC 129

57 model-ship correlation line’ rather than the hypothesis 130

of Hughes (1954). CFD based form factor methods were 131

investigated by Korkmaz et al. (2019a) and Wang, Yu and 132

Feng (2019) in further detail for sensitivity of form factor to 133

grid density and type, speed dependency, presence of rudder, 134

sinkage and trim. The latter investigation also demonstrated 135

that CFD based form factors correlated better with the sea 136

trials compared to the Prohaska method. 137

As a continuation of the initial study started by the Com- 138

bined CFD/EFD Methods Specialist Committee, in this pa- 139

per CFD based form factor methods have been investigated 140

as an alternative method to the Prohaska method. KVLCC2 141

in design and ballast loading condition; KCS in design load- 142

ing condition are computed at two speeds at both model and 143

full scale. The model tests of KVLCC2 in ballast loading 144

condition performed at SSPA’s towing tank and the resis- 145

tance data together with the measurement uncertainty anal- 146

ysis is presented for the first time in the literature. Wide 147

range of CFD methods and setups are compared with the 148

contribution from 9 different organisations and 7 different 149

CFD codes. In order to quantify the sensitivity of differ- 150

ent CFD approaches on form factor, non-ideal CFD setups 151

are also computed and discussed. The scale effects on the 152

form factor are presented by using the friction line proposed 153

by Katsui, Asai, Himeno and Tahara (2005) and numerical 154

friction lines suggested by Korkmaz, Werner and Bensow 155

(2019b) in comparison to form factor based on the ITTC 57 156

model-ship correlation line. 157
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The following research questions are aimed to be an-158

swered by this study159

• Can CFD based form factors with state-of-the-art CFD160

codes be an alternative or supplement to the Prohaska161

method?162

• Which CFD methods and setups are not fit for reliable163

CFD based form factor predictions?164

• Can the scale effects on form factor be prevented?165

• Should the full scale simulations replace the extrapolation166

methods for full scale resistance predictions?167

This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes168

the background of the form factor concept and its determi-169

nation by experimental methods. The flow solvers, numer-170

ical methods, computational domain and boundary condi-171

tions, procedure of CFD based form factor calculation are172

presented in Section 3. The computational conditions and173

details of the KVLCC2 towing tank tests in ballast condi-174

tion are presented in Section 4. In Section 5, results and175

discussions are presented and conclusions are summarized176

in Section 6.177

2. Background of the form factor concept and178

experimental determination methods179

The form factor concept has been long discussed since180

the early 20tℎ century. ITTC (1957) stated that ship resis-181

tance extrapolation based on three dimensional analysis (such182

as form factor approach) has been considered when the ITTC183

1957 line was selected. In fact, some researchers believed184

that a two dimensional flow line is not sufficient for the ex-185

trapolation problem ITTC (1957), but rather that each hull186

form requires a separate extrapolator such as Hughes (1954).187

The definition of form factor as described byHughes was188

adopted by the ITTC (1972) and it is still in practice. The189

wave-making resistance depends on the Froude number and190

at low speeds it becomes negligible for most hulls. Thus in191

carefully conducted experiments where care is taken with192

regard to turbulence stimulation, measurement accuracy at193

low speeds and good surface finish, a point in the CT curve194

can be found. From this point towards smaller Froude num-195

bers, the curve of CT is ‘sensibly’ parallel to the two dimen-196

sional turbulent friction line. This is called by Hughes the197

‘low Froude number run-in’ point (Hughes, 1954). The total198

resistance curve is formulated as,199

CT = CF + Cform + CW ,

Cform = k CF ,
(1)

where CF is the resistance equivalent to a flat plate in two200

dimensional flow, Cform is form resistance due to the shape201

of the hull, CW is wave resistance and k is the form factor.202

Cform is proportional to CF when the flow is turbulent and203

the given hull is smooth, streamlined (without separation)204

and in symmetrical form when towed in zero incidence an-205

gle. Cform is made up of components due to additional skin206

friction caused by curvature effects, flow in transverse direc- 207

tions and eddy-making (Hughes, 1954). 208

As Hughes (1954) described, form factor for a hull can 209

be determined by the ratio CT∕CF at the "run-in point" since 210

the CW is small enough be neglected in Eq. 1. However, 211

in order to find the run-in point, the speed range for the re- 212

sistance test must be extended to very low Fn and Re num- 213

bers which is rather challenging as theRe at such low speeds 214

might be too low for turbulence stimulators to make sure the 215

flow around the hull is turbulent. Additionally, certain scat- 216

ter in resistance measurements at low speeds due to wors- 217

ening measurement accuracy for small forces can hinder the 218

form factor determination, as Lindgren and Dyne (1980) in- 219

dicated. 220

As an alternative, Prohaska (1966) suggested a simple 221

method to derive the form factor from resistance tests. When 222

no separation is present, the form factor is expressed as 223

CT = CW + (1 + k)CF . (2)
The wave resistance coefficient, CW, can be expressed as 224

Eq. 3 which is the asymptotic expansion formula of wave- 225

making resistance coefficient presented by Inui as cited in 226

Toki (2008), 227

CW = a × Fr4 + b × Fr8 + c × Fr12 + d × Fr16 . (3)
CT at model scale is then expressed together with the 228

Inui’s asymptotic expansion formula, Eq 3, as 229

CTm = (1 + k) × CF + CW = (1 + k) × CF + a × Fr4+
b × Fr8 + c × Fr12 + d × Fr16 .

(4)

Neglecting the higher order terms of Eq. 4 as they are 230

close to zero at low Froude numbers and dividing each sides 231

by CF, the following linear relationship is obtained, 232

CTm∕CF ≈ (1 + k) + a × Fr4∕CF . (5)
Prohaska (1966) noted that when results of approximately 233

200 model tests have been plotted with Eq. 5, for Fn be- 234

tween 0.1 and 0.2, the CT∕CF values for a great majority 235

of the models plot on straight lines. One of the exceptions 236

when the CT∕CF values deviated from the straight line and 237

points correlate with concave curves is with hull forms with 238

CB > 0.75. It was suspected that 1+kmay be speed depen- 239

dent, or as Prohaska (1966) stated "can be easily explained 240

by as resulting from increasing trim on the bow." The other 241

hull form Prohaska observed where CT∕CF values plot on 242

convex curves was twin-screw models with appendages and 243

for some models with full aft body lines, which was ex- 244

plained by a certain separation (Prohaska, 1966). It should 245

be noted that detection of flow separation and treatment of 246

deeply submerged transoms remain as challenges of the Pro- 247

haska method. However, the main weakness of the Prohaska 248
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method discussed in modern literature is the bulbous bow249

near the water surface and partly submerged bulbous bow250

in partial loaded conditions which is not mentioned by Pro-251

haska (1966) since the model test data used by Prohaska252

dates back to 1966 and earlier when bulbous bows were not253

a popular design concept.254

In order to illustrate this aspect of the uncertainty of form255

factor determination caused by the Prohaska method, the256

model test results of the resistance curves of two hulls are257

plotted as in Eq. 5 and presented in Figure 1 and Figure 2. In258

order to protect the confidentiality of the test results, CT/CF259

curves shown in Figure 1 and Figure 2 are slightly tilted260

without changing neither the general shape of the curves nor261

the relative position of each measurement point at the same262

Froude number. Hull-1 and Hull-2 are only different in bul-263

bous bow and they are geometrically similar for the rest of264

the hull (95% identical hulls). The bulbous bow of Hull-1265

features a mild goose-neck design (distinctly convex upper266

stem profile of the bulb) and has significantly more volume267

close to water surface at design loading condition compared268

to Hull-2. As can be seen from Figure 1, not all CT∕CF val-269

ues of Hull-1 in design loading condition follow a straight270

line within the recommended Fn range, which is between271

0.1 and 0.2 as indicated by the green vertical lines. The272

concave shape of CT∕CF values for Hull-1 can be explained273

by the presence of significant and often steep waves that are274

generated by the bulb. The waves generated at significantly275

lower Froude numbers than the design speed are too short in276

wave length to favourably interact with the bow waves of the277

hull. On the other hand, CT∕CF values of Hull-2 reasonably278

follow a straight line which suits the description of Prohaska279

(1966) since the waves are much smaller at low Fn as a re-280

sult of reduced the pressure gradient and moving the bulb281

volume away from the water surface. Considering that the282

two hulls are 95% identical, large differences are observed283

in CT∕CF curves.284

The uncertainly with the Prohaska method further in-285

creases in the ballast loading conditions as shown in Fig-286

ure 2. The CT∕CF values of Hull-1 within the recommended287

range shows a large hump which cannot be used for a line288

fit. In other words, the wave making resistance cannot be289

described by Eq. 4 and the linear relationship proposed by290

Prohaska in Eq. 5 is not valid. In ballast condition at the low291

speeds, Hull-2 also shows a hump in CT∕CF values which292

was not existent in the design condition. In order to demon-293

strate that a different friction line would not have helped, the294

CT∕CF values are also calculated with the Katsui friction295

line (Katsui et al., 2005) instead of the 1957 ITTC model-296

ship correlation line. As seen in Figure 1, the convex shape297

of the CT∕CF values persists. As shown in this example,298

quantifying the uncertainty or error of Prohaska form factor299

determination method is difficult since it is very sensitive to300

the hull design. Considering that the bulbous bows are now301

a common feature of modern ship design, it is hard to advo-302

cate the validity and practicality of the Prohaska method for303

all hull designs and loading conditions.304

One further aspect of uncertainty of form factor deter-305

Figure 1: Example of Prohaska plot in design loading condition

Figure 2: Example of Prohaska plot in design ballast condition

mination with the Prohaska method originates from the ex- 306

perimental uncertainty, UD. The uncertainty on form factor 307

can be significantly higher than the experimental uncertainty 308

since it is not directly measured but obtained as a result of 309

data reduction, i.e. regression analysis. This will be dis- 310

cussed thoroughly in Section 4 when the towing tank tests 311

for KVLCC2 in ballast loading condition are presented. 312

3. Participants and Methods 313

In total 9 different organisations with 7 different CFD 314

codes contributed to the current study. The organisations 315

are listed in Table 1 together with the main features of their 316

methods. The results will be discussed and presented with 317

the ID numbers of the organisations in the paper. 318

Two-equation turbulence models k−! SST, RNG k− �, 319

Realizable k − � are used by the majority of the computa- 320

tions. Anisotropic models, EASM and RSTM, are not used 321

by all organisations but EASMmodel is still covering a large 322

portion of the calculations. Only one organisation used the 323

one-equation Spalart-Allmaras model. 324

Simulations were performed using finite volume codes 325

with 2nd order accurate schemes except one code with 3rd 326

order accurate scheme. The grids used were single or multi- 327
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Table 1
Participants and methods

Organisation Acronym Code ID Turbulence
model

Wall
model

Discretization Grid
TypeType Order

CSHL University of Michigan UM OpenFOAM 1
Spalart-Allmaras,
k − ! SST WF FV 2 U

China Ship Scientific
Research Centre CSSRC NaViiX 2 RNG k − � WF FV 2 S

Ecole Centrale de Nantes ECN/CNRS ISIS-CFD 3
EASM,
k − ! SST

WF,
WR FV 2 U

National Maritime
Research Institute NMRI NAGISA 4

EASM,
k − ! SST

WF,
WR FV 3 OS

Ocean, Coastal
and River Engineering NRC-OCRE OpenFOAM 5 k − ! SST WF FV 2 U

SSPA/Chalmers
University of Technology SSPA/CTU SHIPFLOW 6

EASM,
k − ! SST WR FV 2 OS

Shanghai Ship and
Shipping Research Institute SSSRI Star-CCM+ 7

k − ! SST, RSTM,
Realizable k − � WF FV 2 U

Strathclyde University Strathclyde Star-CCM+ 8 k − ! SST WF FV 2 U
Yokohama National
University YNU SURF 9

EASM,
k − ! SST WR FV 2 S

FV Finite Volume; WR wall resolved; OS Overlapping Structured; S Single Block Structured; U Unstructured; WF wall
functions

block structured grids ( butt-joined, curvilinear or overlap-328

ping techniques) and unstructured ones.329

Computational domain shape and size varies with each330

code. Majority of the upstream boundaries are located be-331

tween 1LPP and 1.5LPP from the fore perpendicular (FP),332

but ECN/CNRS and SSPA/CTU are differing from others333

by using the distance of 5LPP and 0.5LPP, respectively. The334

downstream extent of the domains varied between 8LPP and335

0.8LPP from the aft perpendicular (AP) while the common336

distance of downstream extent is between 2LPP and 3LPP.337

Lateral (both sidewards and downwards) extend is commonly338

located between 1.5LPP and 2.5LPP away from the ship center-339

plane and free surface plane but two notable exceptions are340

1LPP and 4LPP from UM and ECN/CNRS, respectively.341

All computations were performed as double model with342

a symmetry boundary condition at the ship center-plane and343

free surface plane. Most popular upstream boundary con-344

dition is uniform in all variables with the exception of one345

participant with prescribed pressure. The downstream con-346

ditions are usually zero gradient in the streamwise direction347

except the pressure quantity that is specified. The lateral348

boundaries are dominated by far field boundary conditions349

but slip and zero gradient boundaries are also used. Major-350

ity of the computations (approximately 60%) are performed351

with wall resolved condition and the remaining simulations352

were performed with wall functions.353

The CFD based form factor method considered for this354

study follows the assumptions of Hughes (1954) and is de-355

rived using the relation,356

(1 + k) =
CF + CPV
CF0

=
CV
CF0

, (6)

where the frictional resistance coefficient (CF) and viscous 357

pressure coefficient (CPV) are obtained by the double body 358

CFD simulation. CF0 in the denominator of Eq. 6 is the 359

equivalent flat plate resistance in two dimensional flow ob- 360

tained from the same Reynolds number as the computations. 361

In this study, three friction lines are considered: the ITTC- 362

57 model-ship correlation line (ITTC, 1957), the Katsui line 363

(Katsui et al., 2005) and numerical friction lines proposed 364

by Korkmaz et al. (2019b). It is worth mentioning that the 365

ITTC-57 line is not a pure friction line but it contains a com- 366

ponent of form resistance (11.94% of the friction line of 367

Hughes (1954)). It is included in the scope of the study 368

because it is still the model to ship correlation line recom- 369

mended by ITTC (2014a). 370

The shortcomings of the Prohaska method for the hulls 371

with a pronounced bulbous bow have beenmentioned in Sec- 372

tion 2. In a case when there is just a small gap between the 373

top of the bulb and the still-water surface, a flow separation 374

may be generated around the top of the bulb for the double 375

body simulations. Such flow separation would not occur in 376

free-surface flow; therefore, the form factor obtained from 377

the double body computation will be affected. Raven et al. 378

(2008) suggested that if the bulb is submerged more by trim- 379

ming the hull bow down, this issue can be prevented. An- 380

other drawback that is shared between CFD and EFD based 381

form factor determination methods is the large submerged 382

transom which may cause flow separation in the wake. The 383

test cases used in this study do not possess the hull form 384

features that may cause aforementioned issues for the CFD 385

based form factor method. Therefore, no corrections have 386

been applied to the double-body flow computations. 387
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Table 2
Computational conditions

Computational
conditions

LPP
(m)

Scale
factor

Draught
at FP(m)

Draught
at AP(m) S/L2 Vm

(m/s)
Vs
(kn) Rem Res Fn

KVLCC2 (design) 320 58 20.8 20.8 0.2682 0.878 13 4.11×106 1.80×109 0.119
1.047 15.5 4.90×106 2.14×109 0.142

KVLCC2 (ballast) 320 45.714 8.6 11.4 0.1921 0.989 13 6.24×106 1.80×109 0.119
1.179 15.5 7.44×106 2.14×109 0.142

KCS (design) 230 31.6 10.8 10.8 0.1803 1.281 14 7.33×106 1.39×109 0.152
2.196 24 1.26×107 2.39×109 0.260

4. Test Cases and Computational conditions388

The two hulls used for the current study are:389

• KVLCC2 with rudder390

• KCS with rudder391

The KVLCC2 and KCS hulls are designed at the Korea392

Research Institute for Ships andOcean Engineering (KRISO)393

to be used as open test cases for CFD predictions. Extensive394

towing tank tests and CFD investigations were carried out395

in the last two decades. Therefore, hull lines and detailed396

hydrostatics are not presented. The hull and rudder geome-397

tries are obtained from Tokyo (2015) and SIMMAN (2008)398

workshops for KCS and KVLCC2, respectively.399

The computational conditions for the study is presented400

in Table 2. Non-dimensional quantities, Re and Fn, are401

based on LPP. The force coefficients are non-dimensionalized402

with the corresponding wetted surface coefficients, S/L2
PP, to403

the loading conditions. For each hull and loading condition,404

two different speeds were used for the computations in or-405

der to investigate the importance and the effect of selecting406

a speed for the form factor determination. The first speed407

is chosen in the low side of the regular model testing speed408

range where CT/CF is close to the form factor (see Figure 1)409

determined by the Prohaska method. The second speed is410

the design speed of each vessel. Data for resistance tests of411

KVLCC2 and KCS at design draught are adopted from Van,412

Ahn, Lee, Kim, Hwang, Kim, Kim and Park (2011). The413

resistance test data of the KVLCC2 in ballast loading condi-414

tion has never been published. Therefore, SSPA determined415

a typical ballast loading condition for Very Large Crude Car-416

riers (VLCC). Towing tank tests were performed at SSPA’s417

towing tank including an uncertainty analysis of the resis-418

tance tests.419

4.1. Uncertainty analysis of KVLCC2 resistance420

tests in ballast draught421

A KVLCC2 model with a scale factor of 45.714, made422

of the plastic foam material Divinycell, was manufactured423

with 5-axis CNC milling machine at SSPA. After the sur-424

face finishing and painting, themodel was scannedwith a 3D425

scanner to check the tolerances described in ITTC (2014c).426

A trip wire is mounted at 5% of LPP aft from the fore per-427

pendicular for the turbulence stimulation. The hull model is428

equipped with a dummy propeller hub and a rudder. The ge-429

ometry of the rudder is obtained from SIMMAN (2008) and430

the dummy hub is a simple cylinder with the diameter of the 431

boss end of the hull. 432

The model tests were performed in SSPA’s towing tank 433

which is 260m long, 10m wide and 5 meters deep. The 434

model tests were carried out in mid-May 2020. The total re- 435

sistance, sinkage and trimwere measured at Froude numbers 436

varying between 0.110 and 0.147. The mid-sectional area of 437

the KVLCC2 model in ballast loading condition is 0.155% 438

of the towing tank section area. Therefore, no blockage cor- 439

rection is applied. The tests were started by performing one 440

run per Fn = 0.119 and Fn = 0.142 speeds, respectively. It 441

was followed by starting from the lowest Fn and the speed is 442

increased successively at each run after 20 minutes of wait- 443

ing time. There was a total of five repeat tests forFn = 0.119 444

and Fn = 0.142, while the rest of the speeds were repeated 445

four times. 446

The uncertainty regarding the wetted surface area are 447

quantified by measuring the model ballasting. The model 448

and weights (calibrated 25 separate pieces) used for ballast- 449

ing the model were weighted by two digital scales (ITTC, 450

2014b). Resulting uncertainties on the wetted surface are 451

presented in Table 3 forFn = 0.119 andFn = 0.142 speeds. 452

The relative uncertainty of the towing speed is assessed 453

by the bias limit of the towing carriage and they are presented 454

in Table 3. 455

The water temperature during the tests showed less than 456

0.1◦C variation. As described in ITTC (2014b), the mea- 457

sured resistance is converted to 16.0◦C which was used for 458

the CFD computations prior to the tests. The corresponding 459

component of uncertainties in resistance due to temperature 460

variation are presented in Table 3. The model was scanned 461

and checked at the model workshop. The thermal deforma- 462

tion of the model is expected to be limited as the temperature 463

difference between the model workshop and the towing tank 464

is less than 5◦C. 465

An in-house design dynamometer with a sampling rate 466

of 10Hz was used for measuring the resistance. The mea- 467

surement at each speed is obtained by averaging the time 468

history of the signal as described in ITTC (2014b). The stan- 469

dard uncertainty of average of the sampling history varied 470

between 0.0008% and 0.0015%, while the average of all rep- 471

etitions is 0.0011%. Therefore, the uncertainty of one read- 472

ing from the Data Acquisition System (DAS) is negligible. 473

The dynamometer available at the time of the towing tank 474

tests were calibrated to a much greater range than the max- 475
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Figure 3: KVLCC2 in ballast loading condition at Fn = 0.142

imum model resistance. As a result, the uncertainty regard-476

ing to the dynamometer is the dominant source as can be477

seen in Table 3. The dynamometer calibration was checked478

after the tests. Additionally, a calibration with a range that479

was approximately 3 times the maximum model resistance480

was performed. The uncertainty due to the dynamometer481

dropped nearly three times with the smaller range which482

would have halved the total uncertainty in Table 3.483

Based on the analysis described in ITTC (2014b), the484

significant components of uncertainties are combined485

through RSS (Root-Sum-Square). As seen in Table 3, ma-486

jor sources of the uncertainties are originating from the dy-487

namometer (with the large calibration range) and the preci-488

sion of measurement in the repeat tests. The uncertainty of489

resistance measurements for Fn = 0.119 and Fn = 0.142490

are 0.74% and 0.53%, respectively. The expanded uncertain-491

ties in Table 3 correspond to the confidence level of 95%.492

Table 3
Combination of uncertainty in measurement for resistance at
Fn = 0.119 and Fn = 0.142

Uncertainty Components Uncertainty at 16.0℃

Fn = 0.119 Fn = 0.142

Wetted area 0.080% 0.080%
Speed 0.067% 0.057%
Water temp. 0.002% 0.002%
Dynamometer 0.705% 0.492%
Repeat test, Deviation 0.470% 0.344%
Combined for single test 0.854% 0.609%

Repeat test, Deviation of mean 0.210% 0.154%
Combined for repeat mean 0.743% 0.525%
Expanded for repeat mean 1.487% 1.050%

In Table 4, combinedmeasurement uncertainties are pre-493

sented in per cent of the measured data value which is the494

mean total resistance of all repeat tests at each speed. The495

uncertainties are between 0.51% and 0.84%. As seen in Ta-496

ble 4, it is decreasing with increasing speed because at the497

high speeds the contribution from the dynamometer498

decreases.499

As mentioned before, one aspect of uncertainty of form500

factor determination with Prohaska method originates from501

Table 4
Total resistance coefficient, CT, combined mean measurement
uncertainty, UD, number of repeat tests, N, at 16.0◦C

Fn CT × 103 UD N

0.110 3.981 0.84% 4
0.119 3.968 0.74% 5
0.133 3.976 0.60% 4
0.142 4.001 0.52% 5
0.147 4.016 0.51% 4

the experimental uncertainty, UD. In order to illustrate that 502

the uncertainty on form factor is significantly higher than the 503

experimental uncertainty, the Prohaska plot is presented in 504

Figure 4 with the error bars representing the experimental 505

uncertainties presented in Table 4. Unlike the main discus- 506

sion point in Section 2, the CT∕CF values can be sensibly 507

aligned to a line as the waves generated at the ballast loading 508

condition were not too substantial as can be seen in Figure 3. 509

The regression line in Figure 4 is obtained by applying 510

the method explained by York, Evensen, Ló, Nez, De and 511

Delgado (2004). This method considers the experimental 512

uncertainties in the regression progress and predicts the un- 513

certainties in the form factor as well. The resulting regres- 514

sion line is indicated as the York’s method in the Figure 4 515

where the uncertainty on the form factor is illustrated with 516

an error bar at Fn4∕CF = 0. The uncertainty of form factor 517

is calculated as 0.011. 518

Additionally a Monte Carlo simulation is performed to 519

illustrate the variation on form factor due to measurement 520

uncertainty. For each iteration, all measured point are varied 521

as 522

C ′
T = CT + USD × R (7)

where CT is measured point presented in Table 4, USD is 523

the measurement uncertainty and R is normally distributed 524

random number. In every iteration, a new regression line and 525

form factor are calculatedwith theYork et al. (2004)method. 526

The error, k − kyork, obtained from the Monte Carlo simu- 527

lation is normalized by the uncertainty obtained from the 528

York et al. (2004) method (�york) and the probability den- 529
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Figure 4: Prohaska plot of KVLCC2 in ballast loading condi-
tion

sity function (pdf) is calculated. As can be seen in Figure 5,530

the Monte Carlo simulation indicates a normal distribution531

for the normalised error of the form factor and the standard532

deviation of the error is equal to the uncertainty obtained533

from the York et al. (2004) method. As a result of using both534

methods, the uncertainty of the form factor is calculated as535

0.022 corresponding to 1.9% of 1+k for the 95% confidence536

interval.537
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Figure 5: Probability density function of the form factor of
KVLCC2 in ballast loading condition

5. Results538

The analysis of approximately 300 double body simula-539

tions of the two hulls under the conditions stated in Table 2540

is discussed in this section.541

5.1. Friction and Viscous Pressure Resistance in542

model scale543

Firstly, friction and viscous pressure resistance coeffi-544

cients are investigated since only these quantities are directly545

computed by CFD codes. Instead, form factor is a combina- 546

tion of the two computed values and a friction line. There- 547

fore, detecting the tendencies between different CFD meth- 548

ods might be hindered due to errors cancelling each other. 549

5.1.1. Uncertainty analysis 550

Uncertainty analysis is performed to quantify the grid 551

uncertainty (UG) by SHIPFLOW and NAGISA codes. For 552

the grid dependence study, five geometrically similar grids 553

were used with the former code and systematically refined 554

grid triplets are prepared for latter. Both SHIPFLOW and 555

NAGISA performs the simulations in double precision in 556

order to eliminate the round-off errors. The iterative un- 557

certainties were quantified by the standard deviation of the 558

force in percent of the average force over the last 10% of the 559

iterations. Iterative uncertainty for CF and CPV were kept 560

below 0.01% and 0.15% for SHIPFLOW, while iterative un- 561

certainty for CF, CPV and CT for NAGISA were kept below 562

0.1% of their mean values for all simulations in model scale. 563

Therefore, it was assumed that the numerical errors are dom- 564

inated by the discretization errors and both iterative errors 565

and round-off errors are neglected. 566

Table 5
Estimated grid uncertainties of SHIPFLOW for KVLCC2 and
KCS in model scale for EASM and k−! SST turbulence mod-
els, in percentage of the computed result of the finest grid S1,
UCT

= UCF
+ UCPV

UG
Turbulence
model

KVLCC2
(design)

KVLCC2
(ballast)

KCS
(design)

Fn
0.119

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.119

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.152

Fn
0.26

CF
EASM 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.2 3.5 3.2
k − ! SST 1.1 1.4 0.9 1.0 5.9 9.6

CPV
EASM 1.0 3.0 17.9 5.1 32.5 19.4
k − ! SST 1.1 3.0 23.0 10.8 30.2 21.0

CT
EASM 1.0 1.6 3.6 1.8 6.7 5.0
k − ! SST 1.1 1.7 3.7 2.3 8.4 10.7

Table 6
Estimated grid uncertainties (UG) of NAGISA for KVLCC2 and
KCS in model scale for EASM turbulence model, in percentage
of the computed result of the finest grid S1

UG Method
KVLCC2
(design)

KVLCC2
(ballast)

KCS
(design)

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.119

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.26

CF

FS 3.1 2.1 2.0 -
CF 3.8 2.4 2.3 -
GCI 0.3 1.2 1.2 -

CPV

FS 0.1 - - 4.7
CF 0.1 - - 5.1
GCI 0.1 - - 3.0

CT

FS - 0.3 0.3 -
CF - 0.2 0.2 -
GCI - 0.2 0.2 -

For SHIPFLOW, the procedure proposed by 567
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Figure 6: Frictional coefficient (left) and viscous pressure coefficient (right) in model scale for KVLCC2 hull in design loading
condition at Fn= 0.142

Eça and Hoekstra (2014) was used to predict the grid un-568

certainties which are presented for the finest grid as a ra-569

tio of the computed value (UG%S1) in Table 5. In order to570

quantify the grid uncertainty for NAGISA, three criteria are571

adopted, e.g. Factor of Safety (FS)method proposed byXing572

and Stern (2009), Correction Factor (CF) method and Grid573

Convergence Index (GCI) method shown in ITTC (2017).574

Table 6 summarizes the results for KVLCC2 in design and575

ballast loading condition andKCS. In the cases wheremono-576

tonic convergence is not obtained, the solution change is less577

than 1% of S1 (�21,�32). Therefore, UG is omitted and noted578

with a " - " symbol in Table 6.579

5.1.2. Statistics of CF and CPV580

The simulations in model scale comprise computations581

from seven different codes and six different turbulence mod-582

els with wall functions and wall resolved approaches. These583

computations include not only the CFD setups according584

to the best practice guidelines (BPG) or standard settings585

but also setups that deviated from recommended guidelines586

since one of the aim of this study is to identify the methods587

that are not well suited for the form factor determination.588

In order to differentiate the contribution of the computations589

with deliberately made undesired settings, two different pop-590

ulations are considered when the statistics, such as mean and591

standard deviation, are calculated. The first population (de-592

noted as P1) includes all simulations and the second popula-593

tion (denoted as P2) is the computations performed with best594

practices or standard settings of each code. It was deemed595

necessary to add one more population as a sub-population596

of the latter because of concerns on the statistics being bi-597

ased by a code significantly outnumbering others in some 598

test cases. Therefore, the third population (denoted as P3) is 599

obtained by selecting the computations from the two finest 600

grids of each code per CFD approach such as turbulence 601

model, wall treatment. This selection is based on the num- 602

ber of cells under the assumption that fine grids have less 603

discretization uncertainty. 604

Table 7
The mean and standard deviation of CF for KVLCC2 and KCS
in model scale

Quantity
KVLCC2
(design)

KVLCC2
(ballast)

KCS
(design)

Fn
0.119

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.119

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.152

Fn
0.26

Mean (P1) 3.462 3.381 3.298 3.21 3.112 2.893
Mean (P2) 3.47 3.394 3.298 3.215 3.105 2.892
Mean (P3) 3.455 3.376 3.298 3.215 3.095 2.885
� (P1) 2.7% 2.5% 2.5% 2.4% 2.0% 1.6%
� (P2) 2.5% 2.6% 2.5% 2.5% 2.0% 1.6%
� (P3) 2.9% 2.8% 2.5% 2.6% 1.9% 1.8%

P1 Population 1; P2 Population 2; P3 Population 3

The mean and standard deviation of CF and CPV for each 605

condition is calculated with the three previously mentioned 606

populations. As presented in Table 7 and Table 8, it is ob- 607

served that statistics of different populations of the same con- 608

dition showed limited variation except KVLCC2 in design 609

condition which is the condition many of the deliberate vari- 610

ations were applied to CFD setups. In Figure 6, the Popu- 611

lation 2 and simulations with non-desired CFD set-ups are 612

visualised by dividing all the computations for KVLCC2 in 613
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Figure 7: Frictional coefficient, CF, in model scale for KVLCC2 hull in design loading condition at Fn= 0.142 (left), KVLCC2 in
ballast loading condition Fn= 0.142 (center) and KCS hull in design loading condition at Fn= 0.26 (right)

Table 8
The mean and standard deviation of CPV for KVLCC2 and
KCS in model scale

Quantity
KVLCC2
(design)

KVLCC2
(ballast)

KCS
(design)

Fn
0.119

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.119

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.152

Fn
0.26

Mean (P1) 0.793 0.777 0.504 0.494 0.387 0.33
Mean (P2) 0.789 0.739 0.501 0.49 0.387 0.326
Mean (P3) 0.794 0.745 0.499 0.488 0.393 0.335
� (P1) 9.2% 13.1% 6.6% 6.2% 7.6% 13.6%
� (P2) 9.7% 9.8% 7.3% 6.9% 9.0% 14.4%
� (P3) 10.2% 10.3% 7.9% 7.5% 9.2% 15.0%

design condition into two groups: computations with non-614

standard CFD set-ups, and simulations with the best prac-615

tice guidelines (BPG) or standard CFD set-ups. The small616

difference in statistics between the Population 2 and 3 shows617

that the statistics are not biased even though some test cases618

are overcrowded with simulations from one code. The com-619

putations performed with the best practices or the standard620

settings of each code (Population 2) will be used for the rest621

of the analysis, except when the results of deliberate varia-622

tions of CFD setups are discussed.623

Friction and viscous pressure resistance coefficients.624

CF and CPV in model scale for KVLCC2 in both loading625

conditions and KCS in design condition are presented versus626

grid size (in logarithmic scale) in Figure 7 and Figure 8. In627

order to have references for the friction resistance coefficient,628

the ITTC-57 line and the Katsui line are plotted in Figure 7.629

As can be seen in Figure 7 and Figure 8, there is no dis-630

tinct dependence of results on the grid size. Note that this is631

a comparison of unsystematically varied methods and grids.632

However, other dependencies such as the turbulence mod-633

elling and thewall treatment were found both onCF and CPV.634

The frictional resistance coefficients from UM (Participant635

1) and SSPA/CTU (Participant 6) indicate a strong depen-636

dence on turbulence model while this effect is rather limited 637

on the results of ECN/CNRS (Participant 3), NMRI (Partic- 638

ipant 4) and YNU (Participant 9). The viscous pressure co- 639

efficients from ECN/CNRS and SSPA/CTU show larger de- 640

pendence on turbulencemodels than the others. ECN/CNRS 641

and NMRI performed simulations both with wall resolved 642

and wall function. Both codes indicate a significant depen- 643

dence on wall treatment especially for CF but also for CPV 644

which is less sensitive to the wall treatment than the fric- 645

tional resistance component. 646

Variations of CFD setups. The previously mentioned 647

CFD setups that varied from recommended guidelines on 648

KVLCC2 in design condition have been applied by UM, 649

ECN/CNRS, SSPA/CTU and SSSRI. UM (Participant 1) var- 650

ied grids focusing specifically to the grid resolution near the 651

wall using two turbulent models. As can be seen in Figure 9, 652

where all computations on KVLCC2 in design condition are 653

presented, k−! SST and Spalart-Allmaras turbulence mod- 654

els shows high sensitivity on CF to both grid refinement and 655

y+ variation. However, the variation on CPV is limited ex- 656

cept for the coarsest grid set. 657

ECN/CNRS (Participant 3) performed grid variations also 658

with adaptive grid refinement. When wall functions were 659

used, CF and CPV showed small variation even for the very 660

coarse grids. However, wall resolved simulations of 661

ECN/CNRS aremore grid dependent compared to wall func- 662

tions. This is explained by the increasing grid resolution near 663

the wall rather than the increase in grid size for the wall re- 664

solved computations. 665

In addition to the systematic grid variations for the grid 666

dependence studies, SSPA/CTU (Participant 6) performed 667

grid variations by coarsening the grid of the bow and the 668

stern region of the KVLCC2 hull in the longitudinal direc- 669

tionwhile keeping the rest of the grid the same. For this exer- 670

cise, the second finest grid and the coarsest grid of the grid 671

dependence study was selected as a starting point. Coars- 672
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Figure 8: Viscous pressure coefficient, CPV, in model scale for KVLCC2 hull in design loading condition at Fn= 0.142 (left),
KVLCC2 in ballast loading condition Fn= 0.142 (center) and KCS hull in design loading condition at Fn= 0.26 (right)
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Figure 9: CF (left) and CPV (right) in model scale for KVLCC2 hull in design loading condition at Fn= 0.142 against mean y+.
y+ < 1: wall resolved, y+ > 1: wall function

ening the bow and stern regions up to grid density of one673

third of the starting grids did not show a significant varia-674

tion on CF but some variation in CPV for the same turbulence675

model except for one case. When the coarsest grid was fur-676

ther coarsened in the aft, the CPV was calculated extremely677

high as seen in Figure 6 (highest two values from Participant678

6) while the variation of CF was limited. The grid variations679

of SSPA/CTU on KVLCC2 showed that when the grid res-680

olution normal to the wall is kept similar, CF and CPV are681

more sensitive to the grid density in aftbody than forebody.682

Simulations of SSSRI (Participant 7) was performedwith683

three different turbulence models. As can be seen from Fig-684

ure 9, both CF and CPV obtained from Reynolds Stress Tur-685

bulence Model (RSTM) were significantly higher than the 686

realizable k − � and k − ! SST models with similar grids 687

and average y+ values. Additionally, different types of wall 688

functions were used with realizable k − � and k − ! SST 689

models while keeping the grids similar. CF and CPV showed 690

only marginal change due to different wall function type for 691

the k − ! SST model. However, the realizable k − � model 692

showed a substantial variation in both CF and CPV due to 693

different wall function treatment. Finally, y+ is varied with 694

the realizable k−� model. It is observed that when the aver- 695

age y+ increases (from 71 to 112 in steps of 11), CF also in- 696

creases up to 2%while CPV decreases up to 4.5% as shown in 697

Figure 9. Therefore, a significant dependence of y+ and wall 698
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Figure 10: Form factor, k, based on ITTC-57 line versus grid size for KVLCC2 hull in design loading condition at Fn=0.142 (top
left) and Fn=0.119 (top right), KCS hull in design loading condition at Fn=0.26 (bottom left) and KVLCC2 in ballast loading
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function treatment on viscous resistance is observed with the699

realizable k − � model.700

5.2. CFD based form factors with the ITTC-57 line701

CFD based form factors are calculated using Eq. 6 and702

presented versus the number of grid points in Figure 10.703

Note that only the simulations performed according to the704

best practice guidelines or standard settings of each code are705

presented and logarithmic scale is used in the grid points706

axis for better clarity. In addition to standard deviation in707

percentage of (1 + k) and mean of the CFD based form fac-708

tors (k) , form factors determined by model tests of Van709

et al. (2011) for KVLCC2 and KCS in design condition and710

KVLCC2 in ballast loading condition of SSPA are plotted in711

Figure 10.712

Mean of the form factor predictions for the KVLCC2713

in design condition at Fn = 0.119 and Fn = 0.142 are714

both close to the form factor determined experimentally. The715

standard deviation of the form factors obtained from the un-716

systematically varied methods and grids at both speeds is717

around 1.9%. If the form factor is used in extrapolation of718

the model resistance value for this KVLCC2 case, this would719

cause approximately 3% spread in the predicted full-scale re-720

sistance (roughness, correlation allowance and air resistance721

excluded). Number of grid cells among the computations722

varied between one million to 62 million, However, form 723

factor predictions do not indicate dependence on the num- 724

ber of grid cells. 725

Mean of the form factor predictions for the KCS in de- 726

sign condition at Fn = 0.26 is very close to the experimen- 727

tal value. However, at Fn = 0.152, the mean value of 728

form factor is 0.015 smaller than the mean form factor at 729

Fn = 0.26 as shown in Table 9 in Section 5.3. This differ- 730

ence was not as large for the KVLCC2 because the Re dif- 731

ference between the speeds were small (19%). However, Re 732

difference between the speeds for the KCS hull is 71%which 733

is big enough to reveal the speed dependency of the form 734

factor as it is discussed in further detail in Section 5.3. The 735

standard deviation of 1.5% translates to approximately 1% in 736

full scale resistance excluding the contribution of roughness, 737

correlation allowance and air resistance. Note that this is a 738

remarkable result even though such a wide range methods 739

and grids were used since KCS like hulls are the ones that 740

suffers the most from the Prohaska method because of the 741

prominent bulb designs. 742

All the computations for KVLCC2 in ballast case had to 743

be performed prior to the model tests. The slight discrep- 744

ancy in water temperature between computations and tests 745

were corrected using ITTC (2014b) procedures for form fac- 746

tor determination. Form factor predictions for the KVLCC2 747
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Figure 12: Tendency of CFD codes and methods for form factors, k, based on ITTC-57 line for KCS hull in design loading
condition at Fn=0.26

in ballast loading condition showed a similar standard de-748

viation to the other cases. However, the mean value of the749

form factor is not as close to the experimentally determined750

form factor as the other cases. As explained in Section 4, un-751

certainty analysis was performed for the form factor. When752

the uncertainty of the Prohaska method on the experimen-753

tally determined form factor is considered, majority of the754

simulations are still within the uncertainty range.755

It is observed in Figure 10 that some form factor predic-756

tions are relatively far from the experimentally derived form757

factor. However, it is encouraging to observe that there are 758

some consistent patterns for most of the codes. The form 759

factor was under-predicted similarly by YNU (Participant 9) 760

and ECN/CNRS (Participant 3) for both KVLCC2 and KCS 761

hulls in design condition. Results of SSSRI (Participant 7) 762

are also under-predictions for all the cases. It should be noted 763

that as long as one code with a certain set-up consistently 764

predicts the form factor with the same tendency, application 765

of correlation factors (CP or CA) in the 1978 ITTC Power 766

Prediction method will help to reduce the discrepancies. 767
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CFDCode Dependency. The dependencies and tenden-768

cies of each code for the form factor predictions are plotted in769

Figure 11 and Figure 12. Computations from each code are770

stacked in separate columns where box-and-whisker plots771

are placed with markers. The box plot can be identified with772

the gray color and sized with the lower and upper quartiles.773

Lines extending from the boxes (whiskers) extend to the data774

within 1.5 times the interquartile range (IQR). The markers775

are coloured with the turbulence models, shaped according776

to the wall treatment type and sized according to the number777

of cells.778

Turbulence Model Dependency. The choice of turbu-779

lence model stands out as a decisive element of the CFD780

based form factors when the results of UM, ECN/CNRS,781

NMRI and SSPA/CTU are considered. Even if the same782

code and similar CFD set-ups are used, a significant depen-783

dence on turbulence models are observed. However, a gen-784

eral trend for each turbulence model cannot be maintained785

either. For example, ECN/CNRS (Participant 3), NMRI (Par-786

ticipant 4) and YNU (Participant 9) predicted higher form787

factors with EASM turbulence model than with k − ! SST,788

while this is the opposite with SSPA/CTU (Participant 6). It789

should be also noted that the form factor predictions from the790

same turbulence model with different CFD codes are largely791

scattered. Therefore, the dependence of form factors to the792

CFD codes surpasses the choice of the turbulence model.793

Wall Treatment Dependency. The type of wall treat-794

ment and y+ can be considered as significant dependencies795

of form factor as it was the case for CF and CPV investi-796

gated earlier. ECN/CNRS and NMRI performed computa-797

tions with the same turbulence models of k − ! SST and798

EASM and also both participants had simulations with and799

without wall functions. As can be seen from Figure 11 and800

Figure 12, form factor dependence on the wall treatment is801

observed with both ECN/CNRS (Participant 3) and NMRI802

(Participant 4), while a significant dependence on y+ was803

observed with the realizable k − � model for SSSRI.804

On the right side of Figures 11 and 12, simulations from805

all codes are sorted with the type of wall treatment. The806

markers are colored with the type of the grid. The box plots807

of both KVLCC2 and KCS indicate that interquartile range808

(IQR) of simulations with wall functions are smaller than809

wall resolved. However, the distance between the whiskers810

are similar for both approaches. Although the CFD results811

as a whole are a product of unsystematically varied meth-812

ods and grids, the comparison of median values of different813

wall modelling indicates that simulationswithwall functions814

predict considerably smaller form factors compared to wall815

resolved approach.816

5.3. Form factors with alternative friction lines817

As mentioned earlier in Section 1, speed dependency or818

scale effects have been found on the form factor by the pre-819

vious investigations. However, it should be noted that the820

form factors should always be considered with the friction821

line used as the physical meaning of speed dependency or822

scale effects on the form factor is that the viscous resistance823

of a ship is not proportional to the selected friction line. Even 824

if the concept of Hughes (1954) (see Section 2) is true, differ- 825

ent sizes of geosim models and double body simulations at 826

different Reynolds numbers will result in different form fac- 827

tors as a result of using an ‘improper’ friction line. The cur- 828

rently recommended fiction line, the ITTC-57 line (ITTC, 829

1957), is in fact not a pure friction line as Hughes (1954) hy- 830

pothesis requires but a model-ship correlation line. There- 831

fore, speed dependency of the form factors with ITTC-57 832

line is not extraordinary but expected. 833

Instead of the ITTC-57 line, CF0 in Eq. 6 can be replaced 834

by other friction lines such as Katsui et al. (2005) or numer- 835

ical friction lines (NFL) that are derived by using the same 836

code as the double body simulations. Prior to this study, only 837

SSPA/CTU obtained a NFL with the SHIPFLOW code for 838

EASM and k − ! SST turbulence models (Korkmaz et al., 839

2019b). Since other participants did not have numerical fric- 840

tion lines, frictional resistance coefficients of infinitely thin 841

2D plates were computed by NMRI, SSSRI, Strathclyde and 842

YNU with the same turbulence models, wall treatment and 843

Reynolds number as the corresponding double body simu- 844

lations. These CF values obtained from the flat plate sim- 845

ulations were then used as CF0 in Eq. 6 for the form factor 846

determination. 847

Form factors based on the ITTC-57 line and the Katsui 848

line are also calculated using the same simulations where 849

NFL data is available. The mean values and the standard de- 850

viations of the form factors based on different friction lines 851

are presented in Table 9. The speed dependency can be iden- 852

tified by comparing the mean of the form factor predictions 853

of different Reynolds numbers at the same loading condi- 854

tion. As expected, speed dependency of form factors with 855

the ITTC-57 line is observed for the both hulls and the load- 856

ing conditions. The largest speed dependency, however, is 857

observed for the form factors of the KCS hull with the ITTC- 858

57 line as the difference between the Reynolds numbers is 859

the greatest among other cases. The speed dependencies 860

are reduced considerably when the Katsui line is used and 861

they are almost completely eliminated with numerical fric- 862

tion lines for all test cases. 863

Regardless of an existence of speed dependency of form 864

factors, the choice of speed from which the form factor will 865

be determined is a relevant issue for CFD computation. The 866

extrapolated full scale viscous resistance predictions will be 867

influenced by the choice of the model scale speed when the 868

speed dependency exists. Therefore, the speeds that corre- 869

lates better with the experimentally determined form factors 870

should be preferred. Based on the form factor predictions 871

presented in Table 9, design speeds of KVLCC2 and KCS 872

are suggested if the ITTC-57 line is used for the form fac- 873

tor determination. Another point of concern is choosing the 874

speed that provides the smaller numerical uncertainties and 875

modelling errors. The grid uncertainties presented in Table 5 876

and Table 6 for SHIPFLOW and NAGISA codes showed 877

limited change of grid uncertainties with the speed while the 878

change of UG were not systematically increasing or decreas- 879

ing. In terms of modelling errors, numerical transition from 880
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Figure 13: Form factor, k, based on numerical friction lines versus grid size for KVLCC2 hull in design loading condition at
Fn=0.142 (left) and Fn=0.119 (right)

laminar to turbulent flow can be concerning when the Re is881

too low as this phenomenon occurs even without the use of882

transition turbulent models as shown in Eça and Hoekstra883

(2008) and Korkmaz et al. (2019b).884

As presented in Table 9, the mean of form factors with885

ITTC-57 line greatly differs from Katsui line and NFL. The886

physical explanation of this observation is that when ITTC-887

57 line is used, the form resistance (see Section 2) is sig-888

nificantly under-predicted due to too large frictional resis-889

tance component in model scale. The effect of the under-890

prediction of form resistance to the full scale viscous resis-891

tance will be discussed in Section 5.4.2.892

Table 9
Statistics of the form factor predictions with ITTC-57 line (I),
Katsui line (K) and numerical friction lines (N)

Quantity
KVLCC2
(design)

KVLCC2
(ballast)

KCS
(design)

Fn
0.119

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.119

Fn
0.142

Fn
0.152

Fn
0.260

Mean (I) 0.212 0.223 0.175 0.181 0.102 0.117
Mean (K) 0.271 0.280 0.227 0.231 0.149 0.156
Mean (N) 0.296 0.296 0.242 0.243 0.163 0.165
� (I) 1.5% 1.6% 2.1% 2.0% 1.3% 1.2%
� (K) 1.5% 1.6% 2.1% 2.0% 1.3% 1.2%
� (N) 2.4% 2.1% 1.8% 1.9% 0.7% 0.8%

Form factors with numerical friction lines for KVLCC2893

are presented in Figure 13. Opposing to the results from894

the ITTC-57 line, the mean value of the form factors with895

NFL are almost identical for both speeds. Close investiga-896

tion on the individual simulation points between the differ-897

ent speeds also support this suggestion except the simula-898

tions from Strathclyde (Participant 8) and the coarse grids of899

SSPA/CTU (Participant 6). KVLCC2 in both loading con-900

ditions shows smaller speed dependency with ITTC-57 line901

compared to KCS as the Reynolds number difference be-902

tween the two speeds is smaller. It is worth noticing that903

the speed dependency is larger in design condition than the904

ballast loading condition with the ITTC-57 line. This is a 905

consequence of the "artificial" steepness of the ITTC-57 line 906

which increases as theRe decreases. Therefore, as any other 907

model with big scale factor (the ratio of ship tomodel length) 908

would, KVLCC2 model in design condition suffers more 909

from the scale effects with the ITTC-57 line. 910

The standard deviations of the form factor in percentage 911

of (1 + k) predictions for all cases are presented in Table 9. 912

Using the Katsui line, the standard deviation of the form fac- 913

tor are the same in all cases compared to using the ITTC-57 914

line as the same computations were used. Form factors with 915

NFL showed an increase in the standard deviation for the 916

KVLCC2 in design condition. However, the standard devi- 917

ation is reduced significantly for KVLCC2 in ballast load- 918

ing condition and especially for KCS due to a decrease in 919

variation of form factors obtained from different turbulence 920

models. Even though the dependence of turbulence models 921

on form factor seems to decrease by the adoption the NFL 922

of the same code and turbulence model as the double body 923

simulation, the form factors are not expected to be the same 924

for different turbulence models. Application of NFL for dif- 925

ferent turbulence models arranges the quantity of form resis- 926

tance with respect to the friction line of the respective turbu- 927

lence model. As a result, nearly the same full scale viscous 928

resistance values can be obtained by the different turbulence 929

models as shown in Section 5.4.2. 930

As an alternative to the CFD based form factor deter- 931

mination method used in this study, Wang, Yu, Zhang and 932

Xiong (2016) and Terziev et al. (2019) calculated the form 933

factors simply by dividing the viscous pressure coefficient 934

to friction coefficient (k = CPV∕CF) obtained from the dou- 935

ble body simulation with the hull. Therefore, the need of 936

any friction line is removed for form factor determination. 937

This method of form factor determination is dismissed in 938

this study because of the deviation from the approach of 939

Hughes (1954) asCF from double body computation already 940

includes the additional skin friction caused by the curvature 941

effects which should have been included the form resistance 942

as explained in Section 2. 943
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Figure 14: Full scale CFD simulations. Computed frictional coefficient, CF, for KVLCC2 hull in design loading condition at
Fn=0.142 (left), KVLCC2 in ballast loading condition Fn=0.142 (center) and KCS hull in design loading condition at Fn=0.26
(right)
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Figure 15: Full scale CFD simulations. Computed viscous pressure coefficient, CF, for KVLCC2 hull in design loading condition
at Fn=0.142 (left), KVLCC2 in ballast loading condition Fn=0.142 (center) and KCS hull in design loading condition at Fn=0.26
(right)

5.4. Full Scale Predictions944

5.4.1. Statics of computed CF and CPV in full scale945

Full scale double body simulations are performed ac-946

cording to the conditions described in Table 2. The friction947

and viscous pressure resistance coefficients are presented in948

Figure 14 and Figure 15, respectively. The mean and stan-949

dard deviation of the computed resistance coefficients are950

calculated excluding the results fromNRC-OCREand SSSRI951

who encountered difficulties with grid generation. Themean952

of CF is by approximately 6% and 3% higher than the Katsui953

line due to additional skin friction caused by the curvature954

effects for KVLCC2 and KCS, respectively. The standard955

deviation of CF in full scale is reduced considerably com-956

pared to model scale for KVLCC2 at both loading condi-957

tions mainly because of the reduction of dependence on tur-958

bulencemodels. The standard deviation ofCF is similar both959

in model and full scale for the KCS hull. However, the stan-960

dard deviation of CPV is increased for KCS and KVLCC2 in961

design condition compared to model scale while the varia- 962

tion of CPV is similar in model and full scale for KVLCC2 963

in ballast condition. Considering the standard deviation and 964

the quantity of CF and CPV observed in full scale simula- 965

tions, the viscous pressure resistance component is the dom- 966

inant source of variation in CV. 967

As mentioned earlier, the difficulties in the grid gener- 968

ation for NRC-OCRE and SSSRI can be observed through 969

the average y+ values varied between 450 to 750 for NRC- 970

OCRE and 8300 to 15000 for SSSRI. As a result, mainly the 971

predicted CF values are significantly higher than the mean 972

of the the rest of the computations. A strong dependence 973

on turbulence model was observed with the computations 974

of SSPA/CTU in model scale. However, this dependence is 975

reduced by half for SSPA/CTU except the KVLCC2 in bal- 976

last loading condition. NMRI performed two simulations 977

per case where one with wall resolved (higher number of 978

grid cells) and the other with wall function where the latter 979
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Figure 16: Extrapolated and directly computed full scale viscous resistance coefficients, CV, for KVLCC2 hull in design loading
condition at Fn=0.142
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Figure 17: Extrapolated and directly computed full scale viscous resistance coefficients, CV, for KCS hull in design loading
condition at Fn=0.26

under-predicted both friction and viscous pressure resistance980

coefficients compared to wall resolved approach.981

5.4.2. Full scale viscous resistance extrapolation982

Full scale viscous resistance predictions ofKVLCC2 and983

KCS hulls are performed via extrapolation frommodel scale984

and compared with full scale computations in Figure 16 and985

Figure 17. The extrapolation to full scale is performed us-986

ing the CFD based form factors and the ITTC-57, Katsui987

and numerical friction lines. In Figure 16 and Figure 17,988

full scale viscous resistance predictions are presented as box-989

and-whisker plots with the markers. The participants with-990

out full scale computations are excluded for clarity and fair991

comparison between extrapolated values and full scale com-992

putations. The friction line used for the extrapolation and993

form factor determination is indicated within brackets on the 994

y-axis label. 995

The extrapolations based on the model tests data of Van 996

et al. (2011) with the ITTC-57 line is represented by a hor- 997

izontal line that is almost coinciding with the mean CV val- 998

ues of the predictions from CFD based form factors for both 999

KVLCC2 and KCS. When the ITTC-57 line is used, full 1000

scale viscous resistance of KVLCC2 and KCS are approx- 1001

imately 6.6% and 5.5% lower on average compared to ex- 1002

trapolation based on Katsui line. The mean of the extrapo- 1003

lations based on the ITTC-57 line is 9.7% and 8.0% lower 1004

than the full scale computations for KVLCC2 and KCS, re- 1005

spectively. Similar conclusions were obtained by the inves- 1006

tigations performed by Raven et al. (2008) on a container- 1007

ship which showed that CV from direct full scale compu- 1008
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tations are 7.4% higher than the extrapolation method with1009

the ITTC-57 line. This difference is mainly due to too steep1010

the ITTC-57 line which causes an underestimated CV at full1011

scale. Raven et al. (2008) suggested that the underestimation1012

of CV due to the ITTC-57 line is mainly compensated by the1013

correlation allowance (Ca) in the ITTC scaling procedures.1014

Using the same model scale simulations but form fac-1015

tors and extrapolation with the Katsui line, the full scale vis-1016

cous resistance values are similar to the predictions of full1017

scale simulations. The CV predictions with numerical fric-1018

tion lines are only performed with SSPA/CTU as others did1019

not have numerical friction lines. The mean of extrapolated1020

full scale viscous resistance with NFL are in agreement with1021

the mean of full scale computation results. However, the ex-1022

trapolated values are slightly under-predicted compared to1023

direct full scale computations for both hulls. Agreement be-1024

tween the extrapolations with the Katsui line and NFL is also1025

noticeable.1026

As can be seen in Figure 16 and Figure 17, the standard1027

deviation of full scale computations are twice as large as the1028

standard deviation of model to full scale extrapolations with1029

the ITTC-57 and Katsui lines for both hulls. This means that1030

full scale simulations are still less reliable than the model1031

scale computations as the agreement on the CFD predictions1032

are higher in model scale. The standard deviations of extrap-1033

olations with the ITTC-57 and Katsui lines are almost iden-1034

tical. But as discussed in Section 5.3, the speed dependency1035

on the form factor was noticeably reduced with the Katsui1036

line compared to the ITTC-57 line. When numerical friction1037

lines are considered, only the results from the SSPA/CTU1038

are considered for the comparison of the standard deviations1039

for a fair comparison. For KVLCC2 and KCS, the small-1040

est standard deviations are observed with extrapolation with1041

the numerical friction lines which also eliminated the speed1042

dependency of the form factors almost completely.1043

The extrapolated full scale viscous resistance values pre-1044

sented in Figure 16 and Figure 17 were based on the model1045

scale computations performed at Fn = 0.142 and Fn =1046

0.26 for KVLCC2 in design loading condition and KCS, re-1047

spectively. As presented in Table 9, the form factors were1048

speed dependent when ITTC-57 and Katsui lines were used.1049

Therefore, the extrapolatedCV valueswould be approximately1050

1.2% and 0.7% lower than the CV values presented in Fig-1051

ure 16 and Figure 17 when the model scale computations1052

at Fn = 0.119 and Fn = 0.152 are used with ITTC-57 and1053

Katsui lines, respectively. On the other hand, the application1054

of NFL eliminated the speed dependency of the form factors1055

almost completely as shown in Table 9.1056

The standard deviation is perhaps a more essential mea-1057

sure for improving the power predictions compared to the ab-1058

solute values of CV predictions. As long as CV is predicted1059

with the same tendency, correlation factors (CP orCA) based1060

on the experience of each institution can be used effectively1061

to adjust the final predictions in terms of absolute values.1062

6. Conclusions 1063

This paper presents an investigation on CFD based form 1064

factor methods which was initiated by the ITTC Special- 1065

ist Committee Combined CFD/EFD Methods. The assump- 1066

tions underlying the form factor approach and the Prohaska 1067

method is discussed and model test data is compared to the 1068

RANS simulations performed by 7 different CFD codes. 1069

The disposition to leave the Prohaska method of form 1070

factor determination is explained through two types of un- 1071

certainty 1072

• The linear relationship proposed by Prohaska in Eq. 5 1073

is not valid for the hulls with prominent bulb designs 1074

at fully or partially submerged conditions. Since a 1075

substantial portion of the merchant and naval fleet are 1076

equipped with bulbous bows, the validity of the Pro- 1077

haska method as a common tool for all hull forms is 1078

under question. As discussed in Section 2, it is diffi- 1079

cult to quantify this uncertainty as the case sensitivity 1080

is very high. 1081

• The second uncertainty source of the Prohaskamethod 1082

originates from the experimental uncertainty. As 1083

demonstrated with the model tests results of KVLCC2 1084

in ballast condition, the experimental uncertainty is 1085

noticeably amplified for the form factor as a result of 1086

the regression analysis. This amplification of the un- 1087

certainty on the form factor can be much more se- 1088

vere if a hull with voluminous bulb is tested where 1089

the CT∕CF values often cannot be used in low speed 1090

range. Therefore, uncertainty of 0.022 (within 95% 1091

confidence interval) on the form factor with Prohaska 1092

method on KVLCC2 in ballast condition can be con- 1093

sidered merely as a best case scenario. 1094

Model scale simulations are performed with seven dif- 1095

ferent codes and six different turbulence models with wall 1096

functions and wall resolved approaches. The resulting form 1097

factor predictions with the ITTC-57 line from the computa- 1098

tions with recommended or standard CFD setups compared 1099

well with the experimentally determined form factors for 1100

KVLCC2 and KCS in design loading condition at design 1101

speeds. The CFD based form factors are mostly under- 1102

predicted for KVLCC2 in ballast loading condition compared 1103

to experiments. However, the majority of the CFD based 1104

form factors were within the experimental uncertainty. The 1105

form factors showed 1.5 to 2.5% standard deviation in per- 1106

centage of (1 + k) even though the abundance of unsystem- 1107

atically varied methods and grids. It should be noted that 1108

the experimental uncertainty of the form factor will be of 1109

similar levels even for the cases when the linear relationship 1110

proposed by Prohaska holds. 1111

Model scale computations include not only the CFD se- 1112

tups according to the best practice guidelines or standard set- 1113

tings but also setups that deviated from the recommended 1114

guidelines as one of the goal of this study is to identify the 1115

methods that are not well suited for the form factor determi- 1116

nation. The resulting form factor predictions with the ITTC- 1117
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57 line from the computations with non-standard CFD se-1118

tups1119

• indicated that describing the boundary layer with a1120

good quality grid in terms of the grid resolution and1121

the first cell size normal to the wall is essential for both1122

wall treatment types;1123

• are considerably more sensitive to the grid density in1124

aftbody than forebody and1125

• can be sensitive to the different types of wall functions1126

with certain turbulencemodels such as realizable k−�.1127

As mentioned before, different codes indicated varying1128

dependencies on CFD setups, and therefore general recom-1129

mendations for all CFD setups cannot be made specifically1130

for the sake of form factor determination. Instead, it is ob-1131

served thatmost of the codeswith a certain CFD setup showed1132

consistent patterns of form factor predictions among differ-1133

ent test cases. If these trends are confirmed with more hulls1134

and test cases, application of correlation factors (CP or CA)1135

unique for each code and method will be able to reduce the1136

differences in full scale predictions further.1137

Speed dependency of the form factors are confirmedwith1138

the application of the ITTC-57 line for all test cases. The1139

question of which model scale speed should be chosen for1140

the CFD based form factors with the ITTC-57 line cannot1141

be answered within the scope of this study because of the1142

differing trends of each code. However, the mean values of1143

form factors with ITTC-57 line are closer to the experimen-1144

tal values in design speeds of KVLCC2 and KCS hulls. If1145

another friction line is preferred such as the Katsui or numer-1146

ical friction lines, the speed dependency on the form factor1147

is reduced significantly, and therefore decreasing the impor-1148

tance of the choice of the speed for the model scale simula-1149

tions.1150

Full scale viscous resistance is calculated by extrapolat-1151

ing the model-scale results with different friction/correlation1152

lines and direct full scale simulations. The scatter among1153

the full scale computations are substantially higher than the1154

extrapolations from the model scale for both KVLCC2 and1155

KCS hulls. Even though the standard deviation of CF in1156

full scale computations is reduced considerably compared1157

to model scale computations for KVLCC2 at both loading1158

conditions as a result of reduced dependence on turbulence1159

models, the increased discrepancy on full scale CPV predic-1160

tions lead to a larger scatter of CV for full scale simulations.1161

Hence, the full scale simulations should not to be preferred1162

over the form factor approach yet.1163

Finally, CFD based form factors can be considered as an1164

alternative or supplementarymethod to the Prohaskamethod.1165

It is considered as a step towards answering the request of1166

ITTC Performance Committee of 1978 : "Future develop-1167

ments for the determination of form factors on a more scien-1168

tific basis is expected" (ITTC, 1978). The selection of fric-1169

tion lines would also have an impact on reducing the scatter1170

between the full scale predictions and sea trials due to elimi-1171

nation of scale effects. However, the improvements expected1172

from a change of friction line are minor compared to the im- 1173

plementation of a CFD based form factor method. 1174

Although there are still shortcomings with full scale re- 1175

sistance predictions, combination of EFD and CFD is ex- 1176

pected to provide immediate improvements to the 1978 ITTC 1177

Performance Prediction Method. Further studies should be 1178

performed with many more test cases and CFD codes to es- 1179

tablish a better understanding for the dependencies of CFD 1180

methods on the form factor prediction. As a final step, com- 1181

parison of sea trials and the power predictions with CFD 1182

based form factors should be performed for different types 1183

of ships. 1184
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